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Here on the Catena-X YouTube channel:
https://youtu.be/DFC_raxgzog
Enabling Multi Operating Companies

1. Define & Implement secure authentication and authorization
2. Design interoperable communication streams (e.g. APIs)
3. Establish data governance and privacy measures
4. Prototyping, testing & reference solution release
Customer and apps approaching the „search“/“discovery“ via the discovery finder of the association which enables them to search through the complete network.
App and Service Providers can list their offerings on Marketplace A, with the option to synchronize their listings with the broader Catena-X dataspace registry.

This registry is accessed by various Catena-X marketplace operators and made available to their customers.

Key Points:
- App Provider can choose
- Simplified process for offering apps and services across multiple Catena-X marketplaces.